Web-enabled configuration and control of legacy codes: An application to ocean modeling
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Abstract

For modern interdisciplinary ocean prediction and assimilation systems, a significant part of the complexity facing users is the very large number of possible setups and parameters, both at build-time and at run-time, especially for the core physical, biological and acoustical ocean predictive models. The configuration of these modeling systems for both local as well as remote execution can be a daunting and error-prone task in the absence of a graphical user interface (GUI) and of software that automatically controls the adequacy and compatibility of options and parameters. We propose to encapsulate the configurability and requirements of ocean prediction codes using an eXtensible Markup Language (XML) based description, thereby creating new computer-readable manuals for the executable binaries. These manuals allow us to generate a GUI, check for correctness of compilation and input parameters, and finally drive execution of the prediction system components, all in an automated and transparent manner. This web-enabled configuration and automated control software has been developed (it is currently in “beta” form) and exemplified for components of the interdisciplinary Harvard ocean prediction system (HOPS) and for the uncertainty prediction components of the error subspace statistical estimation (ESSE) system. Importantly, the approach is general and applies to other existing ocean modeling applications and to other “legacy” codes.
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1. Introduction

Effective ocean modeling and forecasting is essential for scientific investigations and other human operations and activities in the ocean. Application areas include among others fisheries management, pollution control and maritime and naval operations. The advances in physical oceanography numerical models and data assimilation (DA) schemes have given rise to complete ocean prediction systems that are used in operational settings. Computationally intensive modeling research in interdisciplinary ocean science is emerging, on multiple scales and for multiple applications, including the coupling of physical and biological oceanography with ocean acoustics (Patrikalakis et al., 2000; Robinson and Lermusiaux, 2004). The learning curve to achieve confident and robust utilization of disciplinary modeling systems is often steep; the additional complexities of interdisciplinary computations renders the learning curve even steeper. Recent developments in high-performance computing, networking infrastructure and configuration and control software now make it possible to construct distributed computing systems that address such computationally intensive problems. The present contribution aims to help utilize some of these developments, focusing on modern web-enabled user-software interactions and automated oversight of complex interdisciplinary ocean prediction and data assimilation systems, from the setup-time to the run-time of a specific ocean application.

There is now a body of literature on computational ocean modeling (e.g. Haidvogel and Beckmann, 1999; Kantha and Clayson, 2000). Such research occurs on multiple scales, from unstructured mesh for coastal ocean applications (Pietrzak et al., 2005) to specific approaches for the world ocean (Semtner, 1997), global climate modeling (Griffies, 2004) or even the age of properties in the ocean (Deleersnijder et al., 2001). Computational schemes have been developed within several ocean prediction models implemented for many regions and scales (e.g. Lynch and Davies, 1995; Mooers, 1999). Recent examples include, for the: US eastern coastal oceans (Signell et al., 2000; Lynch et al., 2001; Robinson and the LOOPS Group, 1999), northwestern Atlantic (Chassignet and Malanotte-Rizzoli, 2000), Atlantic Ocean (Halliwell et al., 2001; Stammer and Chassignet, 2000), Pacific Ocean and US western coastal oceans (De Szoeke et al., 2000), Mediterranean Sea (Pinardi and Woods, 2002; Onken et al., 2004), European NorthSeas (Berntsen and Svendsen, 1999; Burchard and Bolding, 2000), and other basins and the global ocean (Dutay et al., 2002; Gent et al., 1998). Some models are also utilized by multiple users for various purposes, e.g., MOM (Pacanowski and Griffies, 2000), NLOM/DART (Wallcraft, 1991), ROMS (Haidvogel et al., 2000; Arango et al., 2000), POM (Ezer et al., 2000), POP (Smith et al., 1992), MITgcm (Marshall et al., 1997a,b) and TOMS (Arango, 2001). Some of these systems have initiated interdisciplinary modeling and forecasting research.

On the other hand, efficient, web-enabled and user-friendly numerical systems for environmental and earth science research and applications are just starting to be developed. Recent progress includes solver interfaces for parallel oceanic and atmospheric models (Frickenhaus et al., 2005), Java frameworks for parallel ecosystem simulations (Wenderholm, 2005) and home desktop hosted GUI-driven programs for climate, meteorological and air pollution modeling (EDGCM, 2005; Hurley et al., 2005). A lot of effort (e.g. DAGman, 2005; Deelman et al., 2004; Hategan et al., 2004; Buyya and Venugopal, 2004) within the wider context of grid computing, has been concentrated on the workflow aspects of the composition of more complicated interdisciplinary applications; adapting monolithic legacy workflows to execution on the Grid is another aspect of the same problem. A few projects have looked into efficient computational and web-based integration of diverse environmental software and applications (e.g. Argent, 2004). Specific Internet-based execution environments are also being developed (Fatoohi et al., 2005). Such advances will be useful for state-of-the-art prediction systems for complex natural processes.

The present effort is part of a larger NSF-sponsored distributed computing project (Patrikalakis, 2005), that brings together advanced modeling, observation tools, and estimation methods for oceanographic research. The focus is on one of the objectives of this larger initiative: To contribute to the seamless access, analysis, and visualization of experimental and simulated forecast data, through a science-friendly web interface that hides the complexity of the underlying distributed heterogeneous software and hardware resources. The aim is thus to allow the ocean scientist/forecaster to concentrate on the task at hand as opposed to the micro-management of the underlying modeling mechanisms and computational details.

As a starting point we employ the Harvard ocean prediction system (HOPS) (Robinson et al., 2005; Robinson, 1999; Lozano et al., 1996; Robinson et al., 2002) as an advanced ocean forecast system. HOPS
is a portable and generic system for interdisciplinary nowcasting and forecasting through numerical simulations of the ocean. It provides a framework for obtaining, processing, and assimilating data in a dynamic model capable of generating forecasts with 3D fields and error estimates. HOPS has been successfully applied to several diverse coastal and shelf regions, and analysis has indicated that real-time operational forecast capabilities were achieved. HOPS is also coupled to an advanced estimation system (error subspace statistical estimation—ESSE (Lermusiaux and Robinson, 1999; Lermusiaux et al., 2002)) that allows quasi-optimal DA and provides real-time estimates of the dominant uncertainty modes in the forecast. With such error estimates, ESSE allows quantitative adaptive sampling and adaptive modeling (Lermusiaux et al., 2004). ESSE is also part of our encapsulation efforts.

One of the first practical problems is that HOPS (as well as other ocean modeling systems, e.g. for ocean physics, ROMS (Haidvogel et al., 2000), or acoustics, OASES (Schmidt and Tango, 1986)) are, like the vast majority of scientific applications, what computer scientists tend to term as “legacy code”. The term “legacy” should not be misconstrued to imply outdated code in our context: these are all models with an active development community and recent enhancements. For various reasons, several codes are still being written at least partially in Fortran 77. Even when Fortran 90/95 is used, most user interactions occur via the command line.

These command-line driven applications consist of native binaries (as opposed to fat binaries or bytecode for Java/CIL etc.) that expect a standard input (stdin) stream, maybe some command-line options and a set of input files, and generate a set of output files as well as standard output (stdout) and error (stderr) streams. In such a setup, any workflows are either executed interactively (a very common approach) or (after all potential problems are handled) hard-coded in scripts. While this command-line driven approach, which dates from the days when graphical user interfaces (GUIs) were not available, is efficient for a skilled user, it is cumbersome and error-prone and entails a steep learning curve. Moreover it is not suited for efficient web-driven remote usage and does not fit the novel distributed computing model of software components interacting through remote procedure calls.

We examined various ways of dealing with this issue of “legacy”, with the more expensive ranging from costly rewriting of the code (Terekhov and Verhoef, 2000) to reformatting the code in discrete, well-defined components (e.g. CCA, 2004). Given our specific requirements however and keeping in mind that our system was intended from the outset to be able to handle non-HOPS models in the future, we opted instead to keep working with Fortran binaries developed by the ocean modelers and to encapsulate their functionality and requirements using the eXtensible Markup Language (XML, 2005). In this manner we create a computer-readable manual for the codes, allowing us to generate a GUI, check for parameter correctness and drive execution in a transparent manner. This methodology is general by design and it applies to many other “legacy” codes, allowing for the automated generation of corresponding validating GUIs.

In what follows, Section 2 briefly describes HOPS/ESSE-based forecast workflows and their characteristics, and our motivations for this work. Section 3 discusses requirements that legacy software, such as HOPS/ESSE, MITgcm or ROMS, impose on our system design and outlines some solutions. Section 4 describes the new XML schema (XML schema, 2005) based language (Legacy Computing Markup Language, LCML) utilized for constraining descriptions of encapsulated binaries. Section 5 presents results to illustrate our implementation, Section 6 discusses some related work and Section 7 concludes.

2. Motivation: ocean prediction and data assimilation workflows

As a motivating example of the complexity of an ocean prediction workflows, we first concentrate in this section on the setup and initialization of HOPS for ocean simulations and predictions. For each application to a specific ocean region, the most frequent tasks are, successively: the definition of modeling domains (grid generation, topography, coastlines); the preparation of the synoptic and historical data sets (data file management, adding salt to temperature profiles, etc.); the gridding of these data for initialization and possible assimilation (objective analyses, feature models, etc.); the computation of the non-observed or partially observed variables for initialization of the full numerical ocean state (e.g. the use of geostrophic equilibrium for computing a first-guess at the internal velocities from density); the preparation of ocean-atmosphere fluxes saved as forcing fields; the setup of the files for the ocean simulation or prediction; running the numerical predictive model (e.g. run the primitive equation (PE) model); and finally, the visualization of the output datasets.
For all these tasks, a series of codes need to be compiled and set up. Parameter files need to be defined and directories and links created for each simulation. Finally, for each ocean application or scientific study, a multitude of setups, initializations and simulations are carried out. This includes for example multiple runs for model tuning and/or for ensemble predictions. With the recent progress in computer science and web-based technologies, the details related to the management of all of these tasks and their results should now be carried out by automated web-enabled software.

The specific software modules that are most frequently involved in the above setup and initialization steps of HOPS are illustrated in Fig. 1. First, repeated utilization of the GRIDS program generate an appropriate 2D horizontal grid discretization of the solution domain. The land mask points for the grid (if the solution domain covers both the ocean and land) are then generated by repeated applications of PE_mask. The resulting 3D grid’s bottom topography is then conditioned by Cond_Topoo through filtering, which aims to eliminate possible numerical instabilities. If the initialization or data assimilation is based on objective analyses (OA) of ocean observations, either the full-matrix (global) objective analysis OAG or a local approximation OA software module is utilized to grid the synoptic and historical data. In doing so, data files are prepared, for example remote or in situ field measurements are concatenated into different modular ocean data sets (MODS, i.e. ASCII format files, usually processed by multiple data management codes and possibly by the AddSalt program). The initial conditions and external forcing are then prepared by PE_initial and PE_forcing respectively, leading to the execution of the PE_model forecast binary.

During a numerical simulation, ocean data can be assimilated, in part to control the loss of predictability due to the non-linear growth of errors. Data assimilation (DA, Robinson et al., 1998) leads to estimates of natural fields that are better than can be obtained by using only observations or a dynamical model. Data and models are usually combined in accord with their respective uncertainties, by quantitative minimization of a cost function. Model and data uncertainties need to be adequate (Killworth et al., 2003). DA computations can be very expensive. The simplest and robust DA scheme utilized in HOPS is an optimal interpolation (OI) scheme, which combines the OA-ed data with the model forecast by blending, in agreement with data uncertainties. The other scheme in use with HOPS, ESSE (Lermusiaux and Robinson, 1999; Lermusiaux et al., 2002), aims to provide an optimal reduction of the DA problem: only the dominant errors are minimized. For example, if a variance criterion is used to combine data and dynamics, the “dominant errors” are defined by the dominant ordered eigen-decomposition of a normalized form of the error covariance matrix. Even with such reductions, ESSE still involves massive throughput computations. However, by design, it provides tremendous opportunities for scalable parallelism.

The present ESSE DA workflow, builds on top of the standard HOPS workflow as follows. First, the interdisciplinary error subspace is initialized (Fig. 2, far left oval) based on a dominant error decomposition on multiple scales (Lermusiaux et al., 2000; Lermusiaux, 2002) (using binary mapcor) and by perturbing (binary pert) the central initial state using these dominant error modes and a simple random number model for the truncated errors. The dominant initial errors are then evolved by an ensemble of perturbed non-linear and stochastically forced dynamical model integrations (PE_model: Fig. 2, center left oval). As the size of the...
ensemble is increased, a repetitive sequence of three binaries calculates the: ensemble spread or uncertainty matrices (differ), singular value decompositions (SVD) of these matrices (svddif), and convergence criteria (chcksvd) usually comparing the error subspaces provided by the SVDs. Converged ensemble sizes are often O(100–1000). This provides a significant opportunity for throughput parallelism. Individual model integrations (PE_model runs) can also be parallel simulations (depending on the problem size and interdisciplinary nature of the problem).

Once error estimates have converged, adaptive sampling forecasts are issued (Fig. 2, bottom left oval). For example, future sampling patterns of autonomous underwater vehicles are computed using modified integer programming (Yilmaz, 2005) so as to maximize the reduction of forecast errors. As new data are available, data-forecast misfits are computed and used to correct the predicted fields by minimum error variance estimation (meld) in the error subspace (Fig. 2, center right oval). Outputs are filtered fields and error estimates. A posteriori data misfits are then calculated and used for adaptation of the dominant errors (Fig. 2, right oval). Ultimately, the smoothing via ESSE is carried out using a set of software (ESSE_smooth: Fig. 2, top oval) to correct, based on future data, the past fields and uncertainties (Lermusiaux et al., 2002).

The computationally challenging management of the ESSE/HOPS workflows is compounded by the fact that just as in the case of standalone HOPS, each one of the ESSE binaries also requires build- and run-time configuration (user interaction as in Fig. 1). The specifics will be described in Section 3. Given the rather heavy-weight and complex nature of the individual workflow binaries and the fixed nature of the ESSE workflow, Grid-enabled (Foster et al., 2003) workflow execution provides a natural fit. Beyond workflow management which, in the case of the Grid, has had a lot of research activity, issues with configuring (build- and run-time) executables also need to be tackled, preferably in a web-enabled manner.

Importantly, our configuration software needs to be modular and flexible enough so as to easily include new developments to the above ocean prediction and data assimilation system workflow. In the particular case of HOPS-ESSE, this includes adaptive modeling and adaptive sampling software, and plans to further distribute certain forecasting and data assimilation components by separating/parallelizing sequential modules. For example, physical and biological time-stepping modules can be run simultaneously on different grids by different CPUs with data exchanges between modules.

3. Legacy codes

The ocean modeling and data assimilation software of HOPS are legacy codes mostly in Fortran 77 and matlab. As such they do not immediately fit well within a modern distributed computing model: for example, there is no support for dynamic memory allocation and no straightforward provision for remote procedure
calls. At worst, some ocean modeling codes require manual intervention (conversion, concatenation, file editing) to work with each other using file I/O exchange. At best, as in the case of HOPS, they have been designed to interoperate in prescribed workflows. The individual components of such workflows are the legacy binaries and the connections between them are files and/or streaming input/output. This type of setup is common among scientific codes that have evolved over many years.

3.1. The modernization conundrum

Seen from an information technology viewpoint (for an overview see Argent (2004)), there are two major options for dealing with the issue of legacy: Migration and Encapsulation (wrapping). The cleanest approach for adapting to a modern distributed computing infrastructure appears to be migrating the code and rewrite all applications in a language platform employing object-oriented and component technologies such as C++/CORBA (Serrano et al., 2002). Moving to the use of platform-agnostic platforms (by transferring the codes to Java, Seymour and Dongarra, 2003, for example) and Mobile Agents (Houstis et al., 2002) for the distributed calculations would be a radical form of such modernization. Such an option is very flexible if implemented in the context of a complete framework for future code development (e.g. Wenderholm, 2005), but it is obviously extremely costly in terms of programming effort and accounting of all evolutionary work done so far. Moreover, it is error-prone as it is impractical to convert existing procedural programs to object-oriented components (Terekhov and Verhoef, 2000). Finally, and very importantly for the case of scientific applications that are performance sensitive, it comes at a heavy price in performance, especially for Java-based solutions.

The invasive but more traditional approach is to encapsulate legacy codes as modern software components using wrappers. For example, CORBA (OMG, 2005), or better still, Common Component Architecture Forum (CCA, 2004), can be used. The code can also be wrapped in C/C++ and then called from Java (in a more complicated Mobile Agent setting for distributed computing) using JNI (JNI, 2004; Bubak et al., 2001). However this powerful encapsulation approach involves breaking the Fortran code into separately callable components (Sang et al., 2002) that a main program can access, which once again is a very expensive exercise without commensurate returns. One can also choose to encapsulate the whole of a program instead (Walker et al., 2000a,b; Fatoolhi et al., 2005; Wohlstadter et al., 2001).

A non-invasive approach is to keep employing the legacy binaries in predefined (but configurable) workflows with all data exchange between binaries continuing to take place through file I/O. The binaries configuration however is shifted from hand-edited files and scripts to automatically generated GUIs. This way of working with legacy codes reduces to devising an extensible encapsulation of the software components (as binaries) that treats them as black boxes with a set of inputs/outputs and a set of valid types and ranges of compile-time and run-time parameters. The advent of XML provides a standards-based way to accomplish this. XML describes data through the use of custom tags thus eliminating the need to conform to a specific programming structure and offering the possibility to integrate legacy software with new technology.

Due to both some common “ancestral” links and adoption of dominant programming languages in use at the time of development, a lot of ocean codes share common build- and run-time coding options: C-preprocessor directives are mainly used to incorporate many different and possibly alternative code paths/modules in the same program, selectable at compile time with the resulting speed and memory savings. Namelists have been chosen by many models as a simple yet powerful way to provide run-time parameter and option handling without having to write a lot of user interaction code. Due to a heritage of development on Unix platforms, the build system is Makefile based (either directly or through some approach that creates Makefiles). NetCDF (2005) is often the preferred I/O approach for model data input and output while ASCII files (including the case of redirected standard input) are usually used to provide for run-time parameters and options. In the following subsections we present (in alphabetical order) three different ocean models in more detail in light of their build- and run-time configuration requirements.

3.2. HOPS

HOPS was built based on the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory primitive equation model, (e.g. Bryan and Cox, 1967). As summarized in Sections 1 and 2, it has evolved in the last 20 years into a
relatively complex system, including software modules for physical, biological and acoustical modeling, initialization, boundary conditions, data assimilation, adaptive sampling and skill evaluation. In this subsection, we review only computational properties of the ocean physics PE model software module. Other modules have similar build- and run-time characteristics.

The PE model employs stretched terrain-following or flat coordinates in the vertical and a choice between a cartesian, aligned or rotated spherical polar grid in the horizontal. It can be used in a rigid-lid, surface pressure or free-surface configuration, with various options for tidal forcing. The PE software consist of a suite Fortran 77 codes with no dynamic memory allocation and mostly NetCDF-based I/O. Therefore the PE binary needs to be compiled either with large enough arrays to run with smaller problem sizes or be recompiled every time it is used in different configurations or applied to another application. The PE of HOPS uses mostly GNU make (Stallman and McGrath, 2005) and platform specific Makefiles (that differ in very few locations). The vast majority of code configuration is done at build-time through the use of multiple alternative code sections selectable via more than 100 different C-preprocessor directives declared in the Makefile (see Fig. 3). Some of these directives are not orthogonal and therefore have dependencies (requirements or conflicts with each other).

While preprocessor directives handle the specialization of the code paths, adaptation of the model to a particular region of the ocean is done via modifying an include file (“param.h”) as seen in Fig. 4.

What is shown in Figs. 3 and 4 are but a small subset of the total space of compile-time configurability of the PE model of HOPS. As can easily be surmised, the task of configuring a robust model adequate for a specific application is challenging and the learning curve for a new user can be steep.

This level of complexity continues at the level of run-time configuration, which is provided by a minimum of one file (piped through standard input—see Fig. 5). Run time parameters in that file are read from

```
# -Dbottom Second-order in time bottom stress calculation.
# -Dcoast Coastal boundary conditions
# -DDPias Intermittent OI assimilation option
# -DForcing space/time variable forcing. (Do not use with both
# "analytical" and "dblpref" also active)
# -DRetsetjulian Start surface forcing clock from supplied value.
# -DNkfix Revise protections & input for Niller-Kraus mixed-layer.
# -DPtrsrcrc specification of point tracer sources
# -Dfzsrcrc River sources. Use with PTRSRCRC
# -Dfrozentrc Initially freeze tracers for specified number of timesteps
# -Dvnel_conv Require convergence in velocity when solving PBAR
# -Ddblsigma Double "sigma" transformation in the vertical
# -Dpressbias Remove bias from pressure gradient
# -Dshapmean Remove "mean" transform field before shapiro filtering
# -Dbotfrc Bottom friction.
# -Dctfrc Coastal friction.
# -Dnest2larger Two-way nesting to larger grid.
# -Dnest2smaller Two-way nesting to smaller grid.
# -Dpersdiagnostic Report user defined diagnostics.
# -Dnestime Times various elements of the run.
# -Dposmxtid Sets (tidal) vertical mixing in pre-defined areas and
# over given depth range.
# -Drdocinc Remove documentation in all include files.
# -Dundate SUN’s intrinsic date/time function.
# -Dsunflush regularly flush output buffers in SUN systems.
```

```
CPPFLAGS = -Dbottom -Dsecondeanmean -Dshapnocoastflux -Dpindex \ 
-Dcoast -Dpias -DForcing -DRetsetjulian -DNkfix \ 
-DFtrsrcrc -Dfzsrcrc -Dfrozentrc -Dvnel_conv -Ddblsigma \ 
-Dpressbias -Dshapmean -Dbotfrc -Dctfrc \ 
-Dnest2larger -Dnest2smaller -Dpersdiagnostic -Dnestime \ 
-Dposmxtid -Drdocinc -Dundate -Dsunflush
```

Fig. 3. Heavily edited-out example subset of the PE model of HOPS built-time Makefile.
alternating lines (the intervening lines serving as titles/comments for each parameter provided). Each line (“card” in the PE model terminology) has a different number of parameters (of differing data types) and usually addresses a particular subset of the run-time parameters. Some of these parameters may constrain subsequent parameter entries (e.g., the number of entries to follow—see card 15 in Fig. 5). Others are strings that provide the filenames for reading in grid, IC and forcing fields as well as outputting run-time diagnostics, fields and checkpoints or other run-time parameter files. A glossary to help the user can be appended to the end of the file—after “card 99”—the code ignores it.

The very modular nature of these options (and their range constraints or interdependencies) can be very useful for the seasoned user of the PE model but can also exacerbate difficulties faced by a new user. When the whole HOPS system is utilized, including the other software modules for acoustical and biological modeling, skill evaluation and ESSE assimilation, error predictions and adaptive sampling (not described here), the number of possibilities and options are further increased.

3.3. MITgcm

MITgcm (MIT general circulation model) (Marshall et al., 1997a,b) is a is a z/p-coordinate finite volume numerical model designed for study of the atmosphere, ocean, and climate. It allows for a non-hydrostatic
formulation and employs cartesian, spherical polar or general orthogonal curvilinear grids in the horizontal and shaved cells in the vertical to represent the topography. MITgcm is a modular Fortran 77 code with no dynamic memory allocation and emerging full support for NetCDF-based I/O (for parallel I/O the native MDS package is recommended). Thus MITgcm binaries need to be recompiled every time depending on the model setup resolution, etc. The MITgcm is very portable; at the deeper level it employs Makefiles—GNU or system—but that level of complexity is hidden from the user through the use of a meta-make tool called "genmake2". In the spirit of GNU configure (Taylor, 1998), this tool automatically detects the presence and required functionality of support software and proceeds to construct a platform specific Makefile. Like "configure", "genmake2" takes further command-line arguments that allow the customization of its behavior.

At the most basic level, code configuration is carried out both at build-time and at run-time. The former is handled through the heavy use of alternative code sections selectable via C-preprocessor directives defined in the Makefile. The latter is done by switching activated code paths on through run-time switches. Thus to employ a given functionality, it is not enough to compile it in but one also needs to enable it at run-time. This approach cuts down on the necessity for recompilation. This type of software design allows for great computational modularity in MITgcm: multiple separately maintained packages with clearly defined entry and exit points in the main code path can be activated depending on the modeling needs.

Fig. 5. Heavily edited-out example subset of the PE model of HOPS run-time parameters file.
The user is encouraged to work at the “genmake2” level instead of making changes to the Makefile directly. To activate a package one needs to provide it as an argument to genmake2 “-enable ‘pkgname1 pkgname2 ...’”; similarly to disable a package, the “-disable” flag is provided. Modifications to the standard files in the main model or in enabled packages can be all put in subdirectories which are specified to “genmake2” using the “-mods” flag. Sanity checks for package dependencies are automatically handled by genmake2. Instead of specifying the list of packages on the command line, one can write them directly in a file called “packages.conf” (one package name per line) in a directory specified using the “mods” flag. The directory containing modifications is expected to always include a file called “SIZE.h” (see Fig. 6) where the definitions of the main array sizes used in the code are stated.

Similarly to the PE model of HOPS, other include files usually modified are “CPP_OPTIONS”, where basic options about the code’s use are set and package-specific options are selected and defined, e.g. “GMREDI_OPTIONS.h” — see Fig. 7, for a Gent/McWilliams/Redi SGS Eddy parameterization.

After invoking “genmake2” and “make” for several targets specified in sequence, the MITgcm binary is built. Run-time configuration of MITgcm is done entirely via namelists. MITgcm expects to find files “data” (see Fig. 8) and “data.pkg” (see Fig. 9). Depending on which packages are being used, additional files, e.g. “data.diagnostics”, “data.gmredi”, etc., also need to be specified. Variables can be in any order, lines can be commented out and variables not appearing are set to their default values.

As for the PE model of HOPS, the modular nature of the build-time and run-time options of the MITgcm is essential but can also exarcebate difficulties faced by new users. A web-enabled system for the user-friendly configuration and control of such legacy software is needed.

### 3.4. ROMS

ROMS (Haidvogel et al., 2000; Arango et al., 2000) in its latest release (2.2) of May 2005 is a free-surface hydrostatic PE ocean model; it employs stretched terrain-following coordinates in the vertical and an orthogonal curvilinear grid in the horizontal. ROMS is written in Fortran 90 (with dynamic memory allocation, a flexible choice with some possible performance implications, e.g. Ashworth et al., 2001) and NetCDF-based I/O. The more modern features of Fortran 90 allow ROMS to be more flexible in its use and do not require recompilation for slight adjustments, for example, the model resolution. On the other hand, most of the build-

```fortran
C Voodoo numbers controlling data layout.
C sNx - No. X points in sub-grid.
C sNy - No. Y points in sub-grid.
C OLx - Overlap extent in X.
C OLy - Overlap extent in Y.
C nSx - No. sub-grids in X.
C nSy - No. sub-grids in Y.
C nPx - No. processes to use in X.
C nPy - No. processes to use in Y.
C Nx - No. points in X for the total domain.
C Ny - No. points in Y for the total domain.
C Nr - No. points in Z for full process domain.
INTEGER sNx, sNy, OLx, OLy, nSx, nSy, nPx, nPy, Nx, Ny, Nr
PARAMETER (sNx = 30, sNy = 32, OLx = 3, OLy = 3, nSx = 1,
& nSy = 1, nPx = 12, nPy = 5, Nx = sNx*nSx*nPx,
& Ny = sNy*nSy*nPy, Nr = 23)
C MAX_OLX - Set to the maximum overlap region size of any array
C MAX_OLY that will be exchanged. Controls the sizing of exch
c routine buufers.
INTEGER MAX_OLX
INTEGER MAX_OLY
PARAMETER ( MAX_OLX = OLx,
& MAX_OLY = OLy )
integer nobcs
parameter ( nobcs = 4 )
```

Fig. 6. Edited-out example subset of MITgcm build-time array configuration file.
time configuration of ROMS is still done using C-preprocessor directives to select alternative code blocks, as for the PE model of HOPS. These directives are specified in an include file ("cppdefs.h") that is automatically inserted in all relevant source code files. Compilation is currently controlled using GNU make, with system-specific Makefiles being automatically included depending on the platform and user-specified command-line options for the make command.
The compile-time configuration choices (see Fig. 10) cover both the setting of individual option values to true or false, or the combined settings of values according to predefined model scenarios (by turning the scenario flag on). There are more than 350 such options with complexity further increased with any interdependencies.

At the level of run-time parameters, ROMS relies on a file (piped through standard input, see Fig. 11, or given as the first command-line argument) that specifies both run-time parameter values and filenames including those of other files containing further run-time parameterization. The syntax of the ROMS parameter files is more flexible than that of the PE model of HOPS. Essentially input parameters can be entered in any order, with the parameter name followed by "=" or "==" and the parameter value. Comments in the Fortran 90

```
** Choose a pre-defined model application. If building a new application,
** choose a unique CPP flag for it and select the appropriate configuration.
****************************************************************************
/
#undef ADRIA02 /**< for Adriatic Sea Application */
#undef BASIN /**< for Big Basin Example */
#undef BASIN_BLOB /**< for Basin Blob Example */
....<edited out, move to one of many sets of specific options> ...
# if defined MY_APP

****************************************************************************
** Detailed description of all available CPP options.
****************************************************************************
**
** Select model dynamics for MOMENTUM equations:
** (The default advection is third-order upstream bias)
/
#undef UV_ADV /**< turn ON or OFF advection terms */
#undef UV_COR /**< turn ON or OFF Coriolis term */
#undef UV_C2ADVECTION /**< turn ON or OFF 2nd-order centered advection */
#undef UV_C4ADVECTION /**< turn ON or OFF 4th-order centered advection */
#undef UV_SADVECTION /**< turn ON or OFF splines vertical advection */
#undef UV_VIS2 /**< turn ON or OFF Laplacian horizontal mixing */
#undef UV_VIS4 /**< turn ON or OFF biharmonic horizontal mixing */
#undef UV_LOGDRAG /**< turn ON or OFF logarithmic bottom friction */
#undef UV_LDRAG /**< turn ON or OFF linear bottom friction */
#undef UV_QDRAG /**< turn ON or OFF quadratic bottom friction */
#undef UV_PSOURCE /**< turn ON or OFF point Sources/Sinks */
....<edited out, move to a particular predefined model instance> ...
# else defined WINDBASIN

** Options for Wind-Driven Constant Coriolis Basin.
/
#undef UV_ADV
#define UV_CDR
#define UV_QDRAG
#define SOLVE3D
#define SPLINES
....<edited out>....
```

Fig. 10. Heavily edited example subset of ROMS build-time configuration file.
As in the case of the PE model of HOPS, some of these parameters may constrain subsequent parameter entries (e.g. see “NFILES” in Fig. 11). Others are shortcuts for “TRUE” and “FALSE” switches. Finally, specific strings provide the filenames for reading in grid, IC and forcing fields as well as output run-time diagnostics, fields and checkpoints or other run-time parameter files.

4. Legacy Computing Markup Language (LCML) schema design

Based on our requirements laid out in Section 3, an XML-based encapsulation of the configuration options and parameters of the binaries should be self-contained; it should not require any modifications to the binaries. By providing a detailed description in XML for a binary, we may treat it as a black box. A controlling application should then be able to parse in the XML description, and from its contents, determine the specifics on how to properly build and execute the binary with the appropriate input parameters.

We opted to employ XML schemata (XML schema, 2005) to constrain the vocabulary and syntax of our XML descriptions. We call the resulting XML-schema-based language the “Legacy Computing Markup Language (LCML)”. Several key concerns have to be addressed and supported by LCML. A first issue is that the resulting LCML documents should provide as much useful information to the user as possible, so that well
informed decisions can be taken while making changes to parameters. There should be a set of default parameter values so that manual entry of all values for each compilation or execution is avoided, especially since there can be hundreds of them. The LCML descriptions should also be capable of specifying input and output files for the binary execution. Since run-time parameters should be checked after user changes, the schema must support data types and constraints or requirements on parameter values and combinations thereof. This is to facilitate the building or execution of the binary and ensure that all compile or input parameters are acceptable. Each parameter value can then be validated against its constraints and data type before proceeding. Support must also exist for more complicated data types such as variable length arrays (representing compound lines) consisting of multiple constituent data types. This was one of the more difficult problems faced in the design of LCML (Geiger, 2004).

Our hierarchical schema design, shown in Fig. 12, supports the description of the legacy program such the ocean numerical models of HOPS, MITgcm and ROMS (Section 3), from using the source to build a binary, to running a binary. In the absence of source code only the left side of the tree is available, while given source code we may have multiple binaries built with different compilation options and parameters. LCML descriptions at the source code level involve Makefile parameterizations, in terms of architecture, compiler options, include and library paths, preprocessor defines, alternative sources etc. as well as parameters (initial values as well as constants) provided in include files and sections of source files. LCML descriptions at the binary level include the names and locations of input (and output) files, as well as the run-time input parameters that are read in from stdin. Also described are command-line arguments and other run-time parameter sources (specific files with predetermined names or names provided at the command line). Most elements in the schema have parameters for name and description. These parameters are very useful for generating a GUI that provides sufficient information for the users. The initial work is described in Chang (2003) while a more detailed description of the schemata with example LCML descriptions of software components are presented in Geiger (2004).

5. Initial results

Based on the ideas outlined above, we developed a generic GUI-generator in Java (called LEGEND for LEGacy Encapsulation for Network Distribution) that can parse the LCML description of a code and present the user with a validating GUI specifically tailored to the build-time and run-time parameterization of the code. Our tool is currently a Java applet but its classes (specifically, the LCML API) could be re-used in a server-side framework employing EJB (EJB, 2005)/JSP (JSP, 2005) and portlets. The tool allows the user to customize the Makefile and source/include files in order to build a binary with the required capabilities and attributes. Through the tool, the user can then build the application, either locally or remotely, through a job script submission to a queuing system. Given a binary, the tool allows the user to customize the run-time behavior of the binary, specify input and output files and finally execute the binary, again either locally or remotely via a queuing system. In what follows, we illustrate this new tool by its application to the PE dynamical model of the HOPS system (Sections 2 and 3.2). We also briefly show an example for the ESSE system, focusing only on the ensemble uncertainty predictions, specifically on the binaries and output/input directories that usually remain constant within such predictions.
5.1. **Build-time GUIs**

Before compiling the PE Model code, the user has to make several Makefile choices and select a PE model configuration among multiple C preprocessing options. These options are read in from the Makefile. The user can also select several compile-time constants and other parameters. We wrote an LCML description of these options and parameters. The GUIs generated for this build-time parameterization are shown in Fig. 13 for the Makefile and Fig. 14 for the include file containing compile-time constants for the PE model.

Information about preprocessor macros and values for the constants (parameters and dimensions) used at compile time are available and utilized by the GUI (Fig. 14). User interaction is either via value substitution or toggling of an “on–off” flag. User selections are validated according to the data types and constraints described in the LCML descriptions, taking into account interdependencies between parameters and options.

5.2. **Input run-time parameter GUIs**

The PE model binary has run-time parameters read in from stdin. We wrote an LCML description based on the values and types of these parameters. After validating the description using the schemata (Section 4), LEGEND processes the description and produce a GUI for the run-time parameters of the PE model, as shown in Fig. 15.

The system presents the contents of the stdin stream in an organized manner that is easily understood. Parameters are shown grouped together in the set structure imposed by the code (but can also be presented indexed by name—for more easily locating a particular one—or in table format for compactness). Their

![Fig. 13. Screen capture of GUI displaying Makefile options.](image-url)
current value and data type is shown and additional information regarding their meaning and use is available in the bottom frame. Beyond the default values provided for all parameters (as required by the schema), importing and exporting of values allows a user to re-use the parameters of previous simulations, thereby lessening one’s workload. This way, instead of editing the input file, the user updates parameter values in the GUI directly. Changes in the GUI are then checked for validity (type, range and conflicts with other parameters—see Fig. 16) before the system generates the new stdin input file and execution script automatically. An example of such automatically created stdin files was illustrated in Fig. 5.

Importantly, with our build-time and run-time GUIs, the user does not see any of the intricate details of the input files (e.g. Figs. 5, 8 and 11). The user updates all parameters and submits all requests in a modern and friendly web-based local environment. The required files are then created in the background. Should developers or advanced users modify the ocean model and its input characteristics, corresponding incremental changes to the LCML description would still allow LEGEND to automatically generate the appropriate GUI.

5.3. ESSE GUI for ensemble uncertainty prediction

To illustrate the application of LEGEND to a modern data assimilation system, we focus on the uncertainty prediction module of the ESSE system, specifically on the corresponding workflows. Such predictions currently involve a C-shell which manages the perturbation of the initial conditions and ensemble of stochastic PE model runs, including the successive computations of the singular value decomposition of the ensemble spread until a criterion estimating convergence is satisfied. The C-shell workflow contains different types of variables, including limit values, constant variables and evolving variables. In Fig. 17, we illustrate a GUI for the constant variables involved in such workflows, including the: (i) binaries, from the codes which carry
out checks for physically admissible perturbations to the stochastic PE model code, (ii) output/input directories that usually remain constant, and (iii) management variables.

5.4. LCML issues

The LCML descriptions of the binaries are meant to be written once and only revised/enlarged when configuring the build- or run-time behavior of the code changes. Code enhancements that do not affect the user-interaction thus do not warrant any changes in the LCML descriptions. Developers need only to carry out incremental changes to the LCML code descriptions. The latter, as always in the case of XML, are rather verbose files (see Fig. 18 for an example) but are not very difficult to write with an XML or specialized LCML editor (Geiger, 2004).

6. Related work

Among the earliest work done to encapsulate legacy binaries for use over the web was Javamatic (Phanouriou and Abrams, 1997). Their system required the user to write Java classes to describe the application or attempt to graphically compose derived/extended Javamatic classes. The application description was not separate from the GUI look and feel.

The bioinformatics community has had a great need for simplified access to command-line driven genomics tools and several efforts have attempted to meet that need: W2H (Senger et al., 1998) and AppLab (Senger, 1999) paved the way, followed by PISE (Letondal, 2001) and GenePattern (Reich and the GenePattern team, 2005). All of the latter tools were XML-based but followed significantly different implementation
philosophies: CORBA is used for AppLab, Perl for PISE and Java/JNI for GenePattern. The emphasis is on command-line arguments and, quite significantly, workflows. There is no support for configuring the building
of an application. Of the systems mentioned, PISE has the most common features with LCML/LEGEND in that it supports the concepts of dependencies and validity ranges. The web services/grid computing community has placed a lot of emphasis on distributed workflow execution. Grid workflow solutions like Keppler (Altintas et al., 2005), Karajan (Hategan et al., 2004), GRB (Aloisio and Cafaro, 2002) and Gridbus (Buyya and Venugopal, 2004) provide some limited access to command-line configuration for the individual workflow components. Once again the underlying description language is XML but the GUI deals with the workflow aspect.

More detailed configuration of Grid-enabled applications has been provided by the emergence of more involved GUI-generation tools such as GUIGen (Reinerfeld et al., 2002) and Gridspeed (Suzumura et al., 2004). Handling of run-time configuration of input files is done via parameter substitution in template files specified in some scripting or programming language (GUIGen) or in a Java-based template engine (Apache velocity—gridspeed).

In the engineering community some similar abstraction efforts have been made: e.g. XGui for the ICE project (Clarke and Namburu, 2002) and MAUI (2002) with the latter being far more generic. In both cases the GUI presentation is part of the application description, requiring more work at the level of writing the application description.

Finally, in the area of environmental applications, efforts have arisen in application specific platforms such as WRFIS/GUI (McCaslin et al., 2004). More general approaches in the context of a grid computing infrastructure can be seen in DMEFS (Haupt et al., 2002) and ECMWF’s (PrepIFS, 2005). Both are XML-based and provide for configuring the run-time and (in the case of the latter) build-time options of command-line driven binaries. Moreover they form very complete environments for the remote control of applications, from configuration through execution to postprocessing.

LCML/LEGEND is largely orthogonal to any of the workflow-oriented work mentioned above. In fact it was purposefully designed to allow coupling to more than one workflow solution. The strength of our work lies in that LCML provides for a generic approach to the abstraction of an application’s configuration, without bothering the application developer with specifying GUI presentation details, but providing for validation of the input values through constraints and dependencies. Our system handles not only run-time options and

Fig. 18. Heavily edited-out example LCML description.
parameters but also build-time ones. Our LCML customizations go beyond command-line arguments and the simple value-pair substitutions in template files and allow for varying length multi-type arrays and other complex objects.

7. Conclusion and future research

We developed a novel XML-schema-based language (LCML) and implemented new software (LEGEND) for the web-enabled configuration and control of “legacy” codes and applied them to components of an interdisciplinary ocean modeling and data assimilation system. Schema-validated LCML descriptions are implemented to provide a machine (and human) readable standard for managing the tasks involved in carrying out research and operations with such complex computational command-line-driven codes. All options and parameterizations of the binaries are described using LCML, and LEGEND automatically generates validating GUIs to handle the interactions with the user.

By wrapping the codes using LCML, their build-time and compile-time parameterizations, as well as their input and output files, stdin and command-line-provided run-time parameters are described. A prototype system was implemented as a Java applet and graphical interfaces displaying user-configurable parameters were generated, based on the LCML description. The GUI allows for user customization of parameters and validates user changes. Include files, source files and Makefiles are modified and input and script files for the compilation and execution of binaries, respectively, are produced.

LCML and LEGEND are available under an MIT open source license from http://www.sf.net/lcml and http://www.sf.net/legend-lcml. We expect LCML to slowly evolve to deal with cases where it may be discovered that it cannot adequately describe the particulars of a specific code. LEGEND has the potential of being enhanced to have direct Grid connectivity or its code may be re-used in a new more powerful LCML-parsing GUI generator.

Current research includes completing production-quality LCML descriptions for the whole HOPS and ESSE systems, and for ROMS (Haidvogel et al., 2000) and MITgcm (Marshall et al., 1997a,b). Our approach can also be extended to cover more codes from the ocean forecasting/simulation and data assimilation community. In the future, as our new LCML and LEGEND are applied to other models, our schema and software may need to be further enhanced to handle unusual structures of input files, etc. While these structures are only limited by the imagination of ocean model developers, we expect that over time any necessary changes to LCML will be ever more uncommon and incremental.

Other usability extensions involve style sheets allowing for a more flexible presentation of the GUI and supports for units. For example, this could allow a user to provide parameter values in the units she/he is more accustomed to. The software would then automatically transform units and validate input values against the allowed values in the units the program uses.

We have designed our system in expectation of being able to deal with codes that employ other build-time systems, for example cmake (2004) or others. As any such systems are themselves either legacy-binary or configuration file-driven, we expect that the same approach will be easily used to cover them.

Going beyond the current capabilities of our software tools which drive the building and execution of ocean model binaries through submission of jobs to queuing systems, we have started to integrate the full system within a Grid infrastructure using the Globus toolkit (Globus, 2005). So instead of LEGEND working with local files, it would create files and execute scripts on Globus-enabled remote platforms. That would enable the remote use of LEGEND from essentially any Internet connected machine. A server-centric approach to the GUI generation that uses JSP/portlets instead of an applet is being investigated in relation to integration within a Grid Portal. Another direction of interest is integrating our applet in the ARION system (Houstis et al., 2002), allowing for a generic applet to drive remote binaries. Further work could include the introduction of the concept of virtual data files, a capability that is already partially in place in our tools with support for pre and poststaging of I/O files. Just as XML metadata about building and running a legacy binary are central to our system, metadata about data file contents and locations (of replicas, etc.) are going to be important for a future system that would support a fully virtual data file that is described by information about its contents (or instructions about how it can be generated dynamically) instead of a name and a location.
Currently, our system workflows are predefined and our software tools serve to prepare the individual components of these workflows prior to their utilization. In the long term, one can envision other scenarios involving legacy binaries where workflows are flexible and composed interactively by the user or dynamically and automatically by an expert system. A full, machine-readable description of the parameters in, and other attributes of, input and output files used to connect workflow components is a prerequisite for a fully flexible system allowing the validated composition of such workflows. This would extend our approach by further integrating data file metadata and requiring descriptions for output files as well. Going beyond validation, mismatched component connections can sometimes be handled by mediating agents, the requirements for which can be generated from the available XML binary and data file descriptions. Given these requirements, a (relatively simple) mediating agent could even be automatically composed from a set of predefined components.
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